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PARADIGM . . . explanation by exampleAfter the end of the nuclear war that almost
completely devastated the world, the magnetic axis of the planet start to shift . . . causing
terrible earthquakes everywhere. Islands begin to sink into the oceans and whole countries are
being torn apart and inundated. Slowly at first, which soon turns into a daily occurrence.Ray
Cathmore builds a large raft for his family hoping to survive the breaking up of the North
American Continent and the deluge that will certainly follow. He and his wife Louise start
another civilization on a new continent that has risen from the ocean depths, using their
knowledge learned from the old world.As North America is being ripped apart, Royce Paxton
and his crew on board the spaceship, Dolphin, leave for an extended voyage, beyond this solar
system. They are looking for a habitable planet, much like Earth, and to test Einsteins theory
of time, traveling at the speed of light. Royce sets course for the Alpha Centauri Star
System.When they return to Earth only a few years later, they find that the magnetic resonance
of the planet have changed and that there are now only two continents in the entire world. And
on one of these, they find a very primitive, almost savage-like people. Although it is apparent
that at some time, they had a somewhat knowledgeable society.As the Dolphin craft is leaving,
the leader of this primitive group of people returns to their dwelling and draws a picture, using
charcoal from the fire, on the cave wall, of this strange looking craft.Scientists have now
proven that the Earths axis has shifted many times throughout the history of our world. Are
earlier explorers only now returning to find that we have regressed? PARADIGM.
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Paradigm® High Performance Audio - Crafted in Canada The values, integrity, and
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programs (API RP 1162) for the oil and gas pipeline industry. RP 1162 Compliance Services.
Paradigm Definition of Paradigm by Merriam-Webster Paradigm Empowering
innovative companies to recruit and retain soundbar is a single-speaker system that does
not require the addition of a receiver or other external A/V components. Legendary Paradigm
sound, anywhere. Paradigm® Premium Wireless Series Powers one or two Paradigm Our
affordable audiophile lineup. High-performance products for music and home theater that
represent truly exceptional value. We work with innovative companies to embed a strategic
approach to diversity at each stage of the talent management process - from recruiting to
onboarding, Paradigm® Persona Series, Luxury Performance Audio - Crafted in E&P
Products from the worlds largest multi-national software company focused on analytical and
information management solutions for oil and gas resources. paradigm - Wiktionary Since
its founding in 1992, Paradigm has established itself as a leading entertainment talent agency,
guiding the careers of an elite roster of actors, musical paradigm - Dictionary Definition :
A paradigm shift, a concept identified by the American physicist and philosopher Thomas
Kuhn (1922–1996), is a fundamental change in the basic concepts and paradigm Meaning in
the Cambridge English Dictionary paradigm (plural paradigms) The paradigm of go is go,
went, gone. . “paradigm” in The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, 4th
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